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LEGAL NOTICE
This Investment Deck (“ID”), as developed by Straight Fire (“SF”), relates to the intended
development of SF’s NFT Social dApp, as well as the SFIRE token (“SFIRE”). This ID, and any
related documents, are not binding for SF and are subject to change without notice. This ID
may be amended or re-placed at any time, without notification of any changes or access to
any additional information. The ID contains statements that are based on SF’s beliefs, as
well as assumptions made by and information available to SF.

For the avoidance of doubt this ID does not constitute an offer or a legally binding contract.
Any offer or agreement in relation to any sale and purchase of SFIRE is to be governed
solely by a separate document setting out the terms of such agreement. In the event of any
inconsistencies between such agreement and this ID, the former prevails.

This ID is only intended to be read by parties that may purchase SFIRE under any applicable
securities and other laws and, if, in the jurisdiction to which you are subject, the purchase of
SFIRE is only permissible if you satisfy certain conditions, such as being an 'accredited
investor’, you satisfy all such conditions. The SFIRE is not intended to be a security or
otherwise a regulated instrument. This ID is not a prospectus. This ID does not constitute
legal, tax, regulatory, financial, investment, trading or accounting advice or services.
SF and SFIRE are under development and are being constantly updated. The qualities and
functionality of SF and SFIRE may be different from as included in this document, due to
regulatory, technical or other reasons. If, and when, SF and SFIRE are completed, they may
differ significantly from this ID. Recipients of this ID are urged to conduct their own
investigations and analysis of the matters contained in this ID and should not rely on any
recommendations or statements in this ID. No undertaking, warranty (whether express or
implied) or other assurance is given, and none should be implied as to, and no reliance
should be placed upon, the content of the ID. In particular SF gives no representation,
warranty or other assurance as to the accuracy or completeness of the information set out
in this ID and any similar documentation regarding SF, any platform or product of SF or
SFIRE; the liabilities and obligations that holders of SFIRE may incur as a result of holding
SFIRE; whether SFIREs constitute any proprietary right; the fitness of SFIRE or any of SF’s
products for a particular purpose; or whether SFIREs are or are not securities or other
regulated investments in any jurisdiction.
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RISK
Our Token Purchase Agreement contains a detailed description of all project risks. For the
avoidance of doubt, these are some high-level risks.

• The technology associated with Straight Fire may not function as intended
• Straight Fire is still under development and may not be completed, may never be fully
•
•
•
•

launched or may be defective
Straight Fire may fail to attract sufficient interest from users
The company building Straight Fire may be subject to investigation and punitive actions
Straight Fire may be subject to significant legal and regulatory requirements
There may be risks that are not anticipated
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The Metaverse
The Metaverse is a continuously changing, decentralised, creator-driven
ecosystem, without physical or spacetime limitations, where humanity and
technology co-exist in a balanced, symbiotic relationship, enabling humanity
to experience the real in the digital.

Our North Star
An ecosystem where NFTs can be created, owned, shared and enjoyed by
everyone. An environment where the value of digital assets, like assets in the
physical world, depends on scarcity, utility, provenance and the human
emotional responses they evoke. Some of us will want to buy, collect and trade
digital assets that increase in value over time, whereas others will simply want
to own, use and enjoy them.

“ NFTs Are Emotions
You Own.

— Straight Fire
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Opportunity
Over time everything evolves. Our planet, people,
technology. From the Internet to 5G to AI. And now a
generation grows up in the Metaverse. A world where
Cryptos, DeFi and NFTs awaken unlimited
opportunities. A place where digital assets are the
single biggest opportunity in our lifetime.
We believe that the value of digital assets, like assets
in the physical world, depends on scarcity, utility,
provenance and the human emotional responses they
evoke. Some of us will want to buy, collect and trade
digital assets that increase in value over time, whereas
others will simply want to own, use and enjoy them.
It’s simultaneously a bubble and a game-changer, like the
internet in 1999 or Bitcoin in 2017. In my opinion, existing
NFT valuations are a bubble *and* total value of all NFTs will
be 100x here in 5 years.
— Ari Paul, CIO BlockTower Capital
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Problem We Solve
NFTs are niche
Most of today’s NFTs lack utility and provenance, which prevents the NFT market to reach its full potential. The ordinary,
non-crypto, person has little interest in NFTs, because they fail to see what drives the value of it.

NFTs are not enjoyable
In the physical world, most of our assets decrease in value over time, which is perfectly fine, if we can at least enjoy them
while they last. Contrary to general believe amongst the current NFT buyers, most digital assets will also depreciate, while
the NFTs they have bought can hardly be enjoyed.

No dApp to view all NFTs
Most NFTs stay hidden as a private key in someone’s digital wallet and there is no single place to view all your NFTs,
irrespective of what blockchain they were minted on. Most digital wallets focus on cryptos and have no way to display
NFTs properly, while most marketplaces are blockchain restricted and do not support all your NFTs.

NFTs lack physical connectivity
NFTs operate mostly in a virtual space and lack the connection with people’s real lives. Consequently, they stay hidden in
the Metaverse and appeal only to a small audience.

No easy way to share NFTs on socials
NFTs are emotions you own. However, currently there is no easy way to share your NFT collection in an attractive and
multimedia format to your friends or potential buyers on social media. Again, it is not easy to show (off) the real value of
your digital asset collection to a non-crypto community.
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NFT social dapp
Straight Fire is building the first NFT Social dApp.
This essential part of the NFT infrastructure adds utility and provenance to your NFT
collections and elucidates its true value.

VIEW

SHARE

all your NFTs in one place

your NFT stories on social media

Connect

Automate

Monetise

Browse

All Creators, collectors and NFT enthusiasts can now be expert NFT storytellers and
marketeers. The Straight Fire NFT social dApp is your virtual stage to shine on.

We help you tell
your NFT stories
to the world.
5

the virtual and physical world

on new NFT categories

your NFT campaigns

public user profiles
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Features
View all your NFTs
in one place
Open a Straight Fire account and connect your digital wallets.
You can now upload and view all your NFTs from 70+
blockchains, including Ethereum, Polygon, BSC, Flow and
Wax. For the first time, you can manage your complete NFT
collection in one place.

Share your NFT stories
on social media
Creators, collectors and all NFT enthusiasts can now be
expert NFT marketeers. First select the NFTs you want to
promote or share. Then, choose from our library of predefined
filters your favourite NFT story, personalise and add some
kick-ass music, and share directly to your social media
channels.

MOBILE APP DEMO
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Features
Connect the virtual and
physical world
We help you connect the virtual and the physical world.
Simply, select your NFTs, choose from our library of AR
lenses, take a selfie or video, add some music, and share your
NFT story directly on social media. You can even permit your
favourite influencers to access your selected NFT story, so
they can promote your NFTs.

Automate your NFT
campaigns
From small to medium and even large creators, collectors,
and businesses, all can now develop fully automated NFT
campaigns. Use the campaign calendar and planning tool to
schedule your NFT stories for each of your socials. Then use
our analytics and reporting tool to measure and optimise the
impact of your NFT stories.

MOBILE APP DEMO
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Features
Monetise on new NFT
categories
Our in-dApp marketplace features completely new NFT
categories: unique filters, AR lenses, 3D scenes, skins, music
shorts that help our users to continuously create exciting NFT
stories. Some are developed in-house by our NFT Lab, others
are developed by creatives from all over the world exclusively
for the Straight Fire NFT social dApp.

Browse public user profiles
With one-click, you can turn your profile public. All users can
now view your NFT collections and, more importantly, the
NFT stories that you have created over time. Inspire others,
show them who you truly are, and claim your position in the
Metaverse. Our NFT social dApp is more than just a tool, it is
your virtual stage to shine on.

MOBILE APP DEMO
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NFT Lab
Develop the NFT social dApp
Our NFT Lab designs and builds the Straight Fire NFT Social dApp.
With a background in developing kick-ass social media and blockchain apps, our team of
experienced frontend, backend and blockchain developers is working around the clock to
build this missing piece of NFT infrastructure. Our visual designers are fully immersed in
developing the most exciting NFT Stories to help our users market their NFT collections.

Develop new NFT categories
Our NFT Lab develops new NFT categories: filters, AR lenses, 3D scenes, skins, and music
shorts. All these elements accumulate into our NFT stories, can be minted as NFTs, and sold
on our in-dApp marketplace. We invite and support creators from all over the world to turn
their own designs into these new NFT categories, sell on our marketplace and monetise on
their creativity.

Develop the future of NFTs
Our NFT Lab operates at the forefront of NFT development. Through continuously exploring
new NFTs, our team assures that the functionality of our NFT Social dApp supports the
latest NFT categories and remains the first of its kind. The Lab works together with a large
network of NFT creators, who all share the same goal: create the future of NFTs.
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“ We help you tell NFT stories that
entertain, inspire and provoke.”
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Technology Partners
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Integrating with Polygon will enable us
to operate on major blockchains, while
we benefit from reduced gas fees,
faster transactions, and a seamless
experience for our users. Straight Fire
will also benefit from the thriving
ecosystem being built on Polygon,
which now includes some of the
leading DeFi projects and Polygon’s
NFT ecosystem has been rapidly
growing with more than 100+ NFT
Dapps. This makes Polygon a perfect
fit for us, as we build the future of
NFTs.

We use Chainlink’s Verifiable Random
Function, which enables verifiable,
fraudproof on-chain randomness and
accelerates the development of our
smart contracts. Chainlink VRF
ensures that every random number
produced by oracle node operators is
verified with cryptographic proofs
before it can be used in our smart
contract, giving us scalable security
and our users peace of mind knowing
that they are receiving unpredictable
randomness.

Partnering with Sketchfab, as part of
Epic Games, adds years of 3D design
experience and a 3D-viewer solution
with built-in Augmented Reality
functionality for both web and mobile
apps. This enables us to build an
interactive NFT Player, using proven
and scalable technology, and utilising
their technical support network.

Our partnership with Unreal Engine,
part of Epic Games, enables us to build
our NFT Player with the world’s most
advanced real-time 3D creation tool for
photoreal visuals and immersive
experiences, effortlessly combining AR,
VR and MR (or XR in short). Our NFT
Studio uses Real Engine to develop
NFTs that contain cutting-edge
entertainment, compelling visualisation,
and immersive virtual worlds.

https://polygon.technology/

https://chain.link/

https://sketchfab.com/

https://www.unrealengine.com/
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Investors

https://www.gsr.io/

https://weblock.vip/
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https://shima.capital/

https://www.mexc.com/

https://www.lucidblueventures.com/

https://zbs.capital/
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Meet the Team

Christiaan Eisberg

Christiaan is a serial entrepreneur and business executive,
with 25 years in energy, fashion and digital commerce.
After various executive roles in BP, he co-founded and
grew menswear brand Martyn Bal into an international
success, served as CEO of celebrity-favourite handbag
brand Meli Melo and co-founded European fashionTech
platform ‘a lovely thing’. Subsequently, Christiaan cofounded FIVE group, a Sino-European advisory firm, is
mentor of various start-ups and a frequent speaker on
branding and digital commerce.

Chief Executive Officer
After working as campaign officer at Greenpeace, Bei was
Editor-in-Chief and Head of the Chinese Department at
Dutch broadcaster RNW Media. She then launched the
digital China department at RNW and represented the
Netherlands in China during the International cultural &
media exchanges. Bei co-founded with Christiaan FIVE
group, is a frequent guest speaker on cultural
communication and has develop the Digital China minor
at the Utrecht University of Applied Sciences. Bei is cofounder and Board Member of Pan-Asian Collective, an
aspiring Dutch broadcaster, is on the jury of the Mobius
Advertising Awards and keynote speaker at Advertising
Week Europe.

Xuyang Zhao
Chief Creative Officer

Yuanwen spent 5 years at Ericsson as a software
engineer, and after a brief stand at King’s College London
as a data analyst, he joined Fintricity as Blockchain
Developer working on Hyperledger Sawtooth research
and Ethereum-based voting system development.
Yuanwen is frequently advising large corporations, such
as BMW, in big data, blockchain and AI projects and, as
Technical Lead, has been involved in various Cloud and
blockchain start-ups.

Bei Wang
Chief Marketing Officer
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Xuyang is a renowned Digital Interactive Experience
Designer, who has worked on the forefront of digital and
virtual design projects, such as the 2010 Shanghai World
Expo China Pavilion, the 2020 Dubai World Expo UAE
Pavilion, the Frankfurt History Museum, and European
Aerospace Bureau Experience Centre. His works have
won many International Awards, including the IDA
International Design Award, A'International Design Award
and German Design Award. Xuyang is founder of Xtudio, a
digital production studio focusing on 3D art, motion
graphics and narrative spatial design, working for the likes
of Nike, Louis Vuitton and Starbucks, as well as launched
his first NFT collection.

Yuanwen Li
Chief Technology Officer
www.straightfire.space
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Tokenomics
You can now contribute directly to Straight Fire, through SFIRE.
SFIRE is Straight Fire’s Payment Token and fuels our ecosystem.

TOKEN PRICE

RAISE CAP

27.5M

USD 0.020

USD 550,000

Strategic

17.5M

USD 0.032

USD

Ticker name: SFIRE

Private

35.0M

USD 0.039

USD 1,365,000

Total supply: 500M

Public

10.0M

USD 0.055

USD

SeedSeed
sale:sale:

27.5M
27.5M

Strategic
Strategic
sale:sale:

17.5M
17.5M

Private
Private
sale:sale:
Public
Public
sale:sale:
TeamTeam
& advisors:
& advisors:
Liquidity
Liquidity
pool:pool:
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STAGE
Seed

TOKEN#
[ DONE ]

560,000
550,000

Tokens are generated after the seed sale ends. Each buyer will immediately
receive 10% of the purchased tokens after TGE. The remaining amount may be
claimed gradually, at the rate of 4% per week. Any unsold tokens will
automatically be burned.

35.0M
35.0M
10.0M
10.0M
110.0M
110.0M
300.0M
300.0M

The allocated tokens for the team and advisors will be subject to a lock-up
period.
Team, including founders: 18 months cliff (public sale is 0 months)
Advisors:
12 months cliff (public sale is 0 months)
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SFIRE Use Cases
Encouraging users

Unlock exclusive content

Our NFT Player users will receive SFIRE rewards for
being active on the platform.
Users receive their first SFIRE after opening their
account and connecting their digital wallet(s).
Once the in-player marketplace is launched, users are
rewarded SFIRE by buying and selling NFTs. The rewards
will be paid in proportion to the volume of their sales and
purchases during the previous week, taking the market
price of the SFIRE token into account. The distributed
reward will be split between the buyer and the seller.

SFIRE can be used to unlock limited-edition content,
such as in-player filters and templates that can be used
to share NFT Stories on social media, release of
exclusive, interactive NFTs and invest in new NFT IP
projects.

Rewards and airdrops
The SFIRE token will be used as a distribution token in
airdrops, contests, campaigns and as a reward for the
most active NFT creators.

Commission creators
Creators with a regular account pay 2% commission on
every NFT sold on our in-player marketplace, which can
be paid in SFIRE or in the token it was listed in. Creators
with a premium account status, which can be purchased
or awarded based on activity on the NFT Player, will
benefit from our NFT listing service, as well as have their
payable commission waived for a period of 3 months.
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Token sale and listing
SFIRE will be listed on various exchanges where users
can buy and sell it, determining the price of the token in
the cryptocurrency market.

Staking
Pick your tier, stake your SFIRE and your membership will
start right away. Membership benefits include free SFIRE
Originals, NFT Rewards, invest in new NFT IP projects.
Based on the launch sequence of the Saturn V moon
rocket, we have 3 membership levels:
• S-IVB (third): 125,000 SFIRE locked
• S-II (second): 25,000 SFIRE locked
• S-IC (first): 10,000 SFIRE locked

www.straightfire.space
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Roadmap
Pre-seed
completed

Already
Completed

NFT Social dApp:
Beta release
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Partnership
Polygon

Partnership
ChainLink

Concept
developed

Partnership
Epic Games

TGE

NFT Social dApp:
in-dApp marketplace
NFT Social dApp:
automated NFT campaigns

Seed Completed

NFT Social dApp:
public user profiles
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Competitive Landscape
Straight Fire

OpenSea

NBA Top Shot

Rarerooms

Flawnt

Terra Virtua

Decentraland

Tokenhead

Veve

Web browser plug-in

EASY TO
ACCESS

Mobile/ desktop app
Connect to external devices
Connect to digital wallet

EASY TO
Single blockchain
CONNECT

-

Multi blockchain
Connect to social media

EASY TO
SHARE

Personalise social posts
# social media channels

10+

-

-

2

2

-

-

-

-

10+

8

1

-

1

1

3

1

1

Invite others to view NFTs

EASY TO
Connect virtual to physical world
INTERACT
Build in-player NFT community
Own marketplace

EASY TO
TRADE

Connect to other marketplaces
Buy/ sell NFT collections
Offer IP-based NFTs

EASY TO
CREATE

# NFT categories
Produce own NFTs
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Contact
Sign up and stay updated

Join us as our partner

launch@straightfire.space

partner@straightfire.space

Get on board and purchase

Let’s create NFTs together

sfire@straightfire.space

nft@straightfire.space

Social Media
Telegram http://t.me/straightfireofficial
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Twitter

https://twitter.com/straightfirenft

LinkedIn

https://www.linkedin.com/company/straight-fire

Medium

https://straightfirenft.medium.com
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